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We all know about cognates, and false cognates, but we don’t necessarily know all we could about 

them or take advantage of them in Latin American ELT as much and as well as we could. 

First of all, it has to be recognized that Latin American learners of English are very lucky compared with 

most other learners because of the high quantity of English-Portuguese/Spanish cognate vocabulary. 

They’re even luckier if their prime need and use of English is for professional or academic purposes and 

requires a lot of reading of formal texts since they usually have more Latin and Greek based vocabulary 

than everyday English, as well as global technical and other neologisms. 

Unlike Spanish and Portuguese, many European languages and most non-European ones have few English 

cognates, which is one reason why international textbooks don’t usually work on cognates, or have much 

reading at beginner levels (where cognates can help a lot, while different scripts – Greek, Russian, Arabic, 

Chinese, etc. – can be an obstacle at first). Of course, an abundance of cognates (and the same script) 

doesn’t make texts in English perfectly intelligible for low level Latin American learners (full and accurate 

reading comprehension is far more complicated than that), but it helps, especially with formal texts and 

in topic areas a reader is familiar with, e.g. engineering or medicine. 

Unfortunately, where there are many cognates between English and a learner’s native language, ELT has 

tended to emphasize the perils of false cognates, not the wealth of exact and near cognates (over 90% of 

all English-Portuguese/Spanish cognates). I’ll start, then, with those, the large majority of cognates. 

Exploiting cognates in teaching and learning 

New York State’s Regional Bilingual Education Resource Network (RBERN), based at the University of 

the State of New York, has an online publication, English-Spanish Cognates According to Grammatical 

Rules Related to the Word Ending, which shows the extent to which cognates can help Spanish speaking 

learners of English (and English speaking learners of Spanish). Here’s a small sample of the contents of 

the document (there are many more words in most of the categories, or ‘rules’): 

1 abdominal - abdominal  /  impartial - imparcial  /  vital – vital  /  etc. 

2 accident - accidente  /  elegant - elegante  /  urgent - urgente  /  etc. 

3 abandon - abandonar  /  insist - insistir  /  represent - representar  /  etc. 

4 angular - angular  /  popular - popular  /  vulgar - vulgar  /  etc. 

5 actuary - actuario  /  necessary - necesario / salary - salario  /  etc. 

6 abbreviate - abreviar  /  consolidate - consolidar  /  participate - participar  /  etc. 

7 adjustable - ajustable  /  favorable - favorable  /  questionable - cuestionable  /  etc. 

8 act - acto  /  effect - efecto  /  product - producto  /  etc. 

9 accuse - acusar  /  examine - examinar  /  vote - votar  /  etc. 

10 certify - certificar  /  simplify - simplificar  /  unify unificar  /  etc. 

11 adolescence - adolescencia  /  essence - esencia  /  science - ciencia  /  etc. 

12 academic - académico  /  electric - eléctrico  /  traffic - tráfico  /  etc. 

13 acid - ácido / rapid rápido  /  valid - válido  /  etc. 



14 agile - ágil / hostile - hostil  /  textile - textile  /  etc. 

15 astigmatism - astigmatismo  /  idealism - idealismo  /  patriotism - patriotismo  /  etc. 

16 artist - artista  /  list - lista  /  tourist - turista  /  etc. 

17 active - activo  /  exclusive - exclusivo  /  speculative - especulativo  /  etc. 

20 ambulance - ambulancia  /  independence - independencia /  tolerance - tolerancia  /  etc. 

21 author - autor / dictator - dictador  /  radiator - radiador  /  etc. 

22 ambitious - ambicioso  /  generous - generoso  /  odious - odioso  /  etc. 

23 admission - admisión  /  incision - incisión  /  version - version  /  etc. 

24 abolition - abolición / exploitation - explotación  /  vacation - vacación  /  etc. 

25 ability - habilidad  /  identity - identidad  /  variety - variedad  /  etc. 

26 accept - aceptar  /  deport - deportar  /  protest - protestar  /  etc. 

27 agency - agencia  /  colony - colonia  /  victory - victoria  /  etc. 

At this point, some critical thinking or questioning may be going on in your head. Couldn’t the categories 

be better organized? (Possibly – I decided to combine two categories above). Aren’t there exceptions 

to the patterns? (Yes, and some are noted in the document). Isn’t the difference in pronunciation a 

problem? (No more than pronunciation in general, and there are patterns). What about false cognates? 

(Some are included in the document without being pointed out, but there’s a separate RBERN 

document on false cognates). And so on. 

However, the great number of cognates that can be categorized and listed like that, and other cognates 

that don’t fit into those categories, are clearly a goldmine for Latin American learners and teachers of 

English. There may be some perils in the mine and minor accidents (usually just amusing or slightly 

embarrassing), but it’s still a real goldmine that can be exploited in teaching, and also independently by 

learner-users. Here are three of the ways to exploit the cognate goldmine. 

Early reading (for motivation, consolidation of ‘known’ English, independent learning, reading skills) 

Latin American students of English, especially older adolescents and adults, can understand some texts 

in English quite well even as almost complete beginners. For example: 

Comprehension of texts in English is not difficult when they contain many cognates, which 

is especially common in formal and technical publications. These are precisely the texts 

that are most important for university students and professionals. 

The texts used with beginners have to be carefully selected for intelligibility based partly on cognates, 

or carefully written, making sure they pass as authentic texts. Formal (and interesting) information texts 

are among the best (and casual, chatty ones, like ads or promotions – “Come to the sun and zest of 

Spain! You’re bound to fall in love with…” – are among the worst). 

More reading of this type than is usual in beginner textbooks and courses can motivate students, 

especially those who’ve had beginner courses before and learnt little, and perhaps become rather 

negative or pessimistic about studying English. 

Such reading can also help consolidate the English grammar and non-cognate vocabulary that students 

have already met and worked on. The more independent students can even begin to learn some English 

by themselves as they’re exposed to it in context and for real communication, and begin to develop as 

autonomous language learners. 



Such early reading, exploiting cognates, also begins the development of strategies and habits that 

facilitate the comprehension of more ‘difficult’ texts and more types of text at higher levels. As learner-

users of English read more and more, and also more easily, cognates not only help them read in general, 

but also form and add to the vocabulary they need for higher education and work. 

Vocabulary work (on both cognate and non-cognate words) 

At all levels but especially beginner and elementary levels, many teachers in Latin America (and 

elsewhere) do exploit cognates when working on reading comprehension, as suggested above. That 

comprehension work can be followed by vocabulary work, which can also be done independently of 

reading work, of course. Here are two techniques: 

 Formal cognates and informal non-cognates: 

Ask students to give you informal or colloquial words that mean roughly the same as formal ones in 

a text (or a selection on the board): comprehend – understand, frequently – often, edifice – building, 

fortunate – lucky, converse – talk, commence – begin/start. If they can’t, you can present the informal 

words and get students to work on them. 

 Word formation: 

Ask students to give you related words, usually different parts of speech: comprehension (noun) – 

comprehend (verb) – comprehensible (adjective), fortunate (adjective) – fortunately (adverb) – 

fortune (noun), converse (verb) – conversation (noun), contain (verb) – container (noun). If they can’t 

think of some of the useful related words, you can present them. 

A communication strategy (especially in spontaneous speech, inside and outside the classroom) 

Most people who are ever going to use English for real communication in their lives start doing so long 

before their English is ‘error-free’ (which, in most cases, it never will be), and have to struggle to do so. 

Many simply have to use English for study or work when they’re still only at A2 or B1 level. Especially in 

those cases, cognates can be very useful for getting messages across. 

In conversations and spoken transactions (and even in writing if there’s no time to search for words 

online), Latin Americans can often guess cognate words for ideas when they don’t know the normal 

English words for them. For example, if a person doesn’t know worried, they could try preoccup...ied, 

and they could try veloci…ty for speed, recupera…tion for recovery, and so on. This strategy tends to 

produce peculiar or pedantic sentences like “I’m preoccupied about the velocity of my recuperation”, 

but it usually achieves effective communication, which, apart from its own virtue, facilitates learning: 

the more people communicate in English, listening, speaking, reading and writing, the more English 

they learn or consolidate. 

The example above, outside the classroom, might get a response like “Don’t be worried. Your recovery 

should be quite fast.” and the user-learner would then have the chance to relate preoccupied (formal) 

to worried (normal) and recuperation (formal) to recovery (normal) and learn some more about English. 

That common formal-normal relationship between ‘Greco-Latin’ and ‘Anglo Saxon’ words in English 

(though, in this case, recovery isn’t ‘Anglo Saxon’) is something teachers should point out to students 

when recommending or encouraging this communication strategy. Teachers should also elicit or 

provide feedback when students come out with effective and even perfectly correct sentences in class 



that are peculiar or pedantic, for example, asking the student or class “What’s a more common word 

instead of worried / velocity / recuperation?”. 

Obviously, teachers should also make students aware of common false cognates and the words that 

should be used instead: actual (current, present), contest (answer, respond), embarrassed (pregnant, 

expecting), library (bookshop, bookstore), record (remind, remember), etc. Eventually, students should 

become aware that some words are ‘partial cognates’, i.e. true cognates in some contexts and false 

ones in others: it’s OK when a teacher pretends to be a tourist guide or a bank clerk in class, but not 

when he or she tells you “I pretend to be a good teacher”. 

 

In defence of exploiting cognates in ELT (and EL learning) 

There was a time when some ELT experts recommended against encouraging students to exploit 

cognates. They said it could promote awkward L1-English mental translation instead of working directly 

in English, so students might never be able to use English like natives, and they might use false cognates 

wrongly. Some experts and teachers still think that. 

First of all, teachers can’t determine what learner-users do in their heads. What students do outwardly 

in class can be controlled to a large extent, but what they do in their heads far less, and what they do 

actually using English outside class, not at all. Learner-users outside class will do whatever they can to 

try to understand and be understood, and cognates are usually exploited by native speakers of Spanish 

and Portuguese when using English. 

Second, most non-native learners of English will always be non-native users of English, with some non-

native features in their English, but they can still be highly proficient in English, up to C2 level, even with 

a marked accent, some slightly unusual vocabulary, etc., just like many totally fluent users of English as 

a second language, such as Indians, Nigerians, French Canadians and Swedes.  After all, what is a native 

speaker – a Harvard professor from Salem, a Scottish engineer, a Texan beautician, a Jamaican high 

school teacher, a London girl-band singer…? 

Third and last, the benefits of exploiting the cognate goldmine are far, far greater than the risk of injury. 

Or even embarrassment. 


